Procurement Class Deviations (PCDs)

Procurement Class Deviations are deviations from NFS and/or FAR requirements. Refer to the official NFS for the latest procurement policy.

20-03 August 19, 2020
FAR Class Deviation - Accelerated Payments Applicable to Contracts with Certain Small Business Concerns
(Expiration date: This PCD is effective as dated and shall remain in effect until it is incorporated into the FAR, or until this class deviation is otherwise rescinded or extended.)

20-02 August 19, 2020
FAR and NFS Class Deviation - Implement the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA)
(Expiration date: This PCD is effective as dated and shall remain in effect until it is incorporated into the FAR and NFS, or until this class deviation is otherwise rescinded or extended.)

20-01 May 18, 2020
FAR Class Deviation - Regarding Flexibilities for the Suspending and Debarring Official’s Correspondence with Contractors
(Expiration date: This PCD is effective as dated and shall remain in effect until it is incorporated into the FAR and NFS, or until this class deviation is otherwise rescinded or extended.)

19-03 September 6, 2019
Class Deviation – Ombudsman for Indefinite Delivery Contracts
(Expiration date: This PCD is effective as dated and shall remain in effect until it is incorporated into the NASA FAR Supplement or is otherwise rescinded.)

19-02 July 30, 2019
FAR Class Deviation – Limitations on Subcontracting for Small Business Concerns
(Expiration date: This PCD is effective as dated and shall remain in effect until it is incorporated into the FAR, or until this class deviation is otherwise rescinded or extended.)

18-06A February 21, 2019
Class Deviation – Audit Waiver Process for Incurred Cost Proposals
(Expiration date: This PCD is effective as dated and shall remain in effect until it is incorporated into the NASA FAR Supplement or is otherwise rescinded.)

18-04 July 1, 2018
FAR Class Deviation To Increase the Threshold for Obtaining Certified Cost or Pricing Data
(Expiration date: This PCD is effective as dated and shall remain in effect until it is incorporated into the FAR, or until this class deviation is otherwise rescinded or extended.)

18-02 February 16, 2018
FAR Class Deviation For Multiple-Award Contracts Utilizing Price/Cost as an Evaluation Factor
(Expiration date: This PCD is effective as dated and shall remain in effect until it is incorporated into the FAR, or until this class deviation is otherwise rescinded or extended.)
18-01 February 16, 2018
FAR Class Deviation to Increase the Micro-purchase and Simplified Acquisition Thresholds
(Expiration date: This PCD is effective as dated and shall remain in effect until the increased
thresholds are incorporated into the FAR, via FAR Case 2018-004.)

15-05 November 10, 2015
Class Deviation to NFS 1834.2, 1834.203-70, 1852.234-1, and 1852.234-2, Earned Value
Management System Threshold
(Expiration date: When incorporated in the FAR, NFS, or otherwise rescinded)

15-03D January 13, 2020
Class Deviation to NFS 1839 and 1852, Restrictions on Acquiring Moderate or High-Impact
Information Technology Systems
(Expiration date: When incorporated in the FAR, NFS, or otherwise rescinded)

14-01 March 13, 2014
Class Deviation from FAR 8.404(d) – Pricing Orders under Federal Supply Schedules
(Expiration date: When incorporated in the FAR, NFS, or otherwise rescinded)

13-02 February 12, 2013
Class Deviation – DCAA Policy and Procedure for Sampling Low-Risk Incurred Cost Proposals
(Expiration date: When incorporated in the FAR, NFS, or otherwise rescinded)

12-01A February 16, 2012
Class Deviation Implementing NASA Restrictions on Funding Activity with the Peoples
Republic of China (PRC)
(Expiration date: When incorporated in the FAR, NFS, or otherwise rescinded)

10-17 November 15, 2010
Class Deviation to NFS 1816.405-274; Award Fee Evaluation Factors Are Not Directly Tied to
Earned Value Management Metrics
(Expiration date: When incorporated in the FAR, NFS, or otherwise rescinded)

Deactivated Procurement Class Deviations

Return to the Official NASA FAR Supplement

Return to NASA Procurement Policy and Regulations Website (Internal
NASA Only)

Responsible NASA official: Geoffrey Sage